Enterprises seek tools to enable operational excellence

Driving innovation and automation at scale across the enterprise has become both a need and a challenge for today’s organizations.

A three-day workshop utilizing the Microsoft Power Platform

Netwoven’s Power Platform Jumpstart workshop uses the Microsoft Power Platform to enable clients to solve business problems using appropriate tools.

Hands-on learning transforms participants into power users

With Netwoven’s workshop and the Microsoft Power Platform, end users can build customized applications in hours, not months.
Netwoven guides organizations on their cloud journey

Founded in 2001 by senior-level executives from Microsoft, Oracle, and Intel, Netwoven Inc. is a leading professional services provider specializing in Microsoft cloud services and technologies. Netwoven is a Microsoft gold partner, a FastTrack Ready partner, and a Tier 1 CSP (cloud solution provider) partner that helps organizations on their journey to the Microsoft cloud by designing and deploying solutions for content and collaboration, cloud infrastructure and management, analytics, and custom development.

To meet the varying needs of its customers, Netwoven offers its services in the form of consulting, technology, product sales, and expert staffing. Netwoven has more than 150 employees across the United States and India, serving manufacturing, health and life sciences, and other industry segments.

Shifting to citizen development for greater agility

Enterprises today want digital tools that enable operational excellence delivered at speed and at scale. The proliferation of apps to handle specific business problems clearly indicates that end users need to be enabled rapidly. Organizations are moving away from IT and monolithic line-of-business systems that lack agility and operational efficiency, and they’re turning to citizen development. This approach allows people from anywhere in the business to quickly build digital solutions to the problems they face every day, often without needing any coding experience.

Low-code and no-code tools, like the Microsoft Power Platform, play a vital role in this process. The Power Platform encompasses Microsoft Power Apps, Microsoft Power BI, and Microsoft Power Automate. Power Automate enables the creation of automated workflows between apps and services. Power BI turns unrelated sources of data into coherent, visually immersive insights. Power Apps provides a rapid application development environment to build custom business apps. Applications built using Power Apps have a responsive design and can run seamlessly in a browser or on mobile devices.

Netwoven’s Power Platform Jumpstart, a three-day interactive workshop available on Microsoft AppSource, unlocks organizational potential by democratizing data and creating citizen developers, resulting in more than 100 percent return on investment in most cases. Participants experience hands-on learning with all the Power Platform components, enabling them to build customized applications in hours rather than months. The workshop’s guided, step-by-step approach instills confidence and enables participants to improve the automation of organizational business processes in a seamless and incremental fashion. After attending the workshop, participants will walk away with a cool app and an understanding of how to use low-code/no-code tools, templates, and connectors.

“Microsoft Power Platform fast-tracks digital literacy and empowers citizen developers to build business apps on their own, resulting in high ROI, improved productivity, and seamless business process automation.”

- Walt De Petris, Chief Operating Officer, Netwoven Inc.